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New Year,
New Faces

Our outstanding faculty members and staff - are key to
fostering the sense of community, independence,
self-esteem and respect we value so much at Bayview Glen.

Meet Natasha Daley,
Our Publications and Content Co-ordinator
From my elementary years to now, designing has been
a passion of mine. Receiving my BA in English from
Ryerson and Postgraduate Certificate in Public Relations
from Humber has led me down various creative career
paths. Throughout my education, graphic design has
always been incorporated, making it easy for me to
express concepts through different mediums.
I’m excited to be a part of the Bayview Glen community
this year as the new Publications and Content
Co-ordinator. The last two months of 2021 introduced
me to endless inspiration for graphics based on the

amazing images, people and programmes the school has
to offer. From this initial introduction, I can tell 2022 is
going to be a great year!
Outside of design projects, I love watching movies. I
want to improve my movie knwoledge by watching more
classic movies. If you have any suggestions for me, don’t
hesitate to run up to me in the hallways and bombard
me with your suggestions. I also bake cookies in my
spare time and hopefully will be moving on to cakes
soon!

Meet Meghan Hayward,
Our Assistant Camp Director
It was such a joy getting to know our community
over the past year as the Camp Operations and
Administration Co-ordinator and I am beyond excited to
continue my journey at Bayview Glen Camp as the new
Assistant Director.
I completed my BA in Early Childhood Studies at
Ryerson University and it was here that I discovered my
passion for camp. This led to experiences with Amici
Camping Charity, the Ontario Camps Association,
and eventually a postgraduate certificate in Nonprofit

Management. Camp is a special place where children
feel safe trying new things, making new friends and
learning about themselves and I believe every child
should have the opportunity to attend.
Outside of work, I enjoy team building activities like
escape rooms and trivia. They represent what I love
most about camp – collaborative problem solving,
dynamic communication and finding individual
strengths and unique qualities. They’re also lots of fun.

Meet Scott Moore,
Our Chief Financial Officer
I am very excited to return to Bayview Glen after a
short hiatus during the spring and summer months of
2021. I am a CPA and have spent several years in the
travel, legal and insurance businesses before arriving
to Bayview Glen. My past roles have given me a range
of experiences, including a trip to Antarctica, that have
helped shape my career and my love for finance and
leadership. I have always had a passion for education
after spending time on the board for a small private
school in Markham for several years.
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I am originally from Cape Breton and did my
Commerce undergraduate degree at Saint Mary’s
University in Halifax.

message from the

Head of
School
Happy New Year
and Welcome
Back to School

A

s we prepare to send our
re-enrollment to our current
families, and at the same
time meet and greet prospective
students and their families, I am
reminded of the effort involved
in choosing a school for a child.
In education, there is no rewind
and there is considerable pressure
to make the right decision. It
is obvious that parents place a
priority on their educational
decisions.
The demand for a Bayview Glen
education is strong, with over 300
students on the wait list. Many of
our new applicants come here by
way of recommendations from our
current families, but also because
of our reputation as a school that
values mentoring, innovation and
a sense of community. It is also
because we recognize that helping
our students develop a strong
sense of self, in an
academically-rich environment,
ensures their success.

What’s Inside...
and a well-balanced approach
to education, where athletics,
arts and clubs are integral to the
programme. More specifically they
want a school that will nurture
their child’s individual potential,
self-esteem and confidence to
succeed. Parents also want a
caring community that provides
a foundation of values, principles
of self-worth and where lasting
positive friendships flourish.
So, as you receive your
re-enrollment packages, please
be mindful of the deadlines. If
you require any clarification or
assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Sincerely,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Eileen Daunt
Head of School

In speaking to prospective
families, it is clear that a top-notch
academic curriculum is a given,
but parents are also looking for a
safe and nurturing environment,

While away from Bayview Glen, I have three young
daughters to keep me busy. I am also an avid cyclist
and runner so finding balance is always top of mind.

On the cover:
Grade 8 students, Mikaila (left) and
Eva (right), presenting envelopes
to Better Beginnings with gift card
donations, December 2021
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News from

message from the

Advancement

Board of Directors
Reflections and Resolutions on
Your Communication Style

W

hat are your hopes for 2022? For your loved ones
and yourself? By now, you might have set goals
and made a few resolutions. It’s a habit most
of us routinely engage in. You’ve likely thought about the
accomplishments, habits, experiences and knowledge you’d
like to add, subtract, divide or multiply this year.
I wonder if you’ve reflected on your communication style.
Whether you’re a student, a member of staff or a parent,
it matters not. I wonder if you’ve recently considered the
impact your communication has on your ability to realize
your potential. If you haven’t, I invite you to do so now
because irrespective of our chosen professions, (now or the
ones to come), I’m convinced that we’re all in the business of
communicating.
Why? Because leadership is about inspiring others to act on
your ideas – and that’s not always easy. Whether it’s in a group
project, your classroom or your last Zoom call. Leadership
isn’t about seniority and job titles – ask the little girl on the
playground who’s orchestrating the fun or the Executive
whose initiative has stalled because no one is enrolled.
It can be all too easy to dismiss communication as a soft skill
that we’re already good at, since we’ve been doing it for our
entire lives. But communication is complicated. As George
Bernard Shaw famously said, “The single biggest problem
with communication is the illusion that it has taken place.”
In my communication work with leaders across continents,
industries and generations, I am frequently delighted at
the profound shifts that result when people replace poor
communication habits with ones that better serve. It often
takes less time than you may think, but it always takes
awareness, desire and intention – because we are talking
about breaking habits.

Connect
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Our communication habits start when we’re young and so it’s
never too early to teach our girls and boys the importance of
clear, confident and concise communication to help embed
powerful habits that will propel them forward now and well
into the future.
To communicate with clarity, let's remember the wise words
of George Bernard Shaw and follow these three steps to
minimize the illusions.
1. Clarify your communication objective and aim to be
concise.
2. Choose your words wisely. Let your words demonstrate
your worth.
3. Ask questions and listen deeply to uncover possible
misconceptions.
For a unique dinner conversation this evening, consider
bringing the Glen to the table and have everyone fill in the
blank with one word that describes the impression you
believe you throw off when you communicate.
Best wishes for a joyful growth filled 2022!

JoAnn Lauterbach
Bayview Glen Board of Directors
boardchair@bayviewglen.ca

•Visit us online: bayviewglen.ca •Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/bayviewglen
•Follow us on Twitter: @bayviewglen •Follow us on Instagram: @bayviewglen_toronto

Donate Online: bayviewglen.ca/donate
Email: cruscica@bayviewglen.ca
Direct Line: 416.386.6626

By: Carol Anne Ruscica, Senior Director of Advancement

G

Strengthening Our Community

P

hilanthropy is one of the fundamental values at
Bayview Glen. From contributions to the Annual
Fund, Grad Class Gift or Eileen Daunt Bursary
Fund, participation from every family is what makes
our community stronger together.
Thank you to those of you who have contributed to
Bayview Glen this school year. To date, we have raised
$280,867 from 13% of our families and friends of the
school.

oal: 10
Each gift brings us closer to our goal
Partic 0%
of 100% participation and allows
ipatio
n
us to provide a rigorous academic
programme to our students with a
wide range of perspectives and experiences.
We are looking forward to your support and
participation!

Carol Anne Ruscica
Senior Director of Advancement

Bayview Glen is a registered charity (#131097453RR0001) and will provide a tax receipt for your donation.

Class of 2022 Legacy Gift
Each year, families of the graduating class make
a collective donation to honour their time at
Bayview Glen and the positive impact the
school has made on their lives. Funds raised are
invested in an area of great importance to the
graduating class ranging from facility upgrades to
programme enhancements.
We are pleased to announce that the Class of
2022 has decided on our legacy gift to support
the back deck refurbishment at Moatfield
Campus. This project will focus on reimagining
the back deck and reflects the defining ethos of
our grade through its focus on social gathering,
connectivity and well-being. We believe that the
back deck, as a facility, can represent a legacy
that we, as a graduating class, can be proud
of. Through your support, we hope to develop
the back deck into a place that can be used
throughout the year, and by a larger proportion
of our community.

thank you

Our goal is to raise $40,000 with 100%
participation. Your support is vital and every gift –
whatever the size – matters. A sincere thank you to
those families who have supported this initiative
already.
For more information and to donate online,
please visit: bayviewglen.ca/gradclass2022
Let’s be the first class to be recognized for
100% participation!

Bayview Glen Grad Class 2022 Committee

$5,200 raised
9% family
participation

SEC
Co-Heads
Jacqueline Fung

Sunil Wijeysundera

SEC
Grad Reps
Ishaan Goswami

Our Goal:
100%
Participation

Avery Yoo

For everything you do to strengthen
our teaching, learning and community:
we thank you.
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Preschool and Lower School (BG2 to Grade 5)
The Grade One Park Project: A Foundation for
Innovation and Entrepreneurial Skills

Staff Profile: Julie Doyles, BG3B Homeroom Teacher

By: Jesse Denison, Assistand Head, Preschool and Lower School

I

vision for graduates of 2030. Creativity, critical thinking, global
citizenship and innovation are huge facets of this learning
“Bayview Glen will be known as a progressive and innovative experience. It is Problem-Based Learning practices like this
Park Project that are scaffolded over the careers of students
independent school focussed on developing the whole child
at Bayview Glen that ensure our children have the necessary
with a whole world view. Our graduates will stand out as
skills to flourish.
adaptable, responsible and connected global citizens who
demonstrate confidence and character. Our students will have In summary, when thinking of what types of students we want
to graduate at the end of their schooling with us, we look to
opportunities for unique experiences that develop creativity,
the types of learning experiences the students have right from
critical thinking, an entrepreneurial mindset and capacity for
the start of that journey.
innovation.”
n the strategic planning process Bayview Glen has identified
a vision for our graduating students that reads:

With this being our school’s vision, it then becomes the
responsibility of our educators to ensure we provide the
framework for developing these crucial skills for 21st century
success well beyond the years at Bayview Glen. To help with
this, from the Preschool all the way to Grade 12, the school
has adopted Problem-Based Learning (see definition in the
Curriculum documents) as a principle. Specifically in the Lower
School, this is seen at each grade level with cross-curricular
projects like the Grade 1 Park Project.
This year, like in years past, the Bayview Glen students of
Grade 1 will be visited by Andrew Moore, the Danforth Dad
— a park expert and teacher within our school — who knows
more about Toronto’s park system than practically anyone
else. Along with visits from Mr. Moore, architects and city
planners, the students will be exploring two big questions:
How do community parks and spaces help the health and
well-being of the local community?
How do parks work together within a city to help the people
who live there?
These two big questions will drive an exploration of the parks
in the City of Toronto and have the students critically examine
the design of human made structures within parks and
evaluate how they add to the citizens health and well-being.
The students will also examine the relationship between
natural elements within community spaces and those that are
designed by humans.

I always knew from an early age I wanted
to work with young children. I grew up in
Scotland and studied there before coming
to Canada to work and gain experience in
working with Preschoolers. 33 years later
I am still here and continue to work in the
field I love. This is my 21st year at
Bayview Glen. I love the sense of community
here and feel truly blessed to work alongside
such amazing Educators and Families. I really feel
like I have learned so much and have grown as an
educator throughout my 20 years here. Before
working at Bayview Glen, I was a Nanny. Once
this position ended, I decided I needed to further
my knowledge and experience and applied to

Bayview Glen. I feel very fulfilled in my role here
as an RECE. Each day with my young students is
different, it gives me such joy to see them learn
and to see the world through their eyes and all
the opportunities for discovery and growth.
Outside of school I love to spend time with my
husband and daughter, Olivia, who is 13 years old.
We love to travel and spend time together. I also
enjoy reading, baking and being with friends and
family in my spare time.
I look forward to continuing my role here
at Bayview Glen, shaping young minds and
instilling a foundation for a love of learning in our
Preschoolers.

" How do community
parks and spaces
help the health and
well-being of the
local community? "

As a culminating activity, the students will apply their learning
and knowledge acquisition into the process of designing and
building a community park space that adds to the health
and well-being of an identified community. In this Park
Project learning process, the students are developing the
necessary attributes identified in Bayview Glen's strategic
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A Tribute to Bayview Glen Parent Association President, Lianne Bastien and Vice President, Margo Jeschke

I

8
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t is very rare in a volunteering capacity to have two women who have shared
so much of their time with one organization. We have been so fortunate to have
Lianne Bastien for 16 years and Margo Jeschke for nine years as part of our
Parent Association community. Both women have shared their knowledge, expertise,
ideas, houses and time. They have been the familiar faces to many when joining the
school and when coming to events.

Margo, our wonderful Vice President, started her volunteering journey as a class
parent in 2012. From there she held several roles including Parent Outreach and Shop
volunteer. Her best memory is volunteering in the shop as it was never boring, she
loved connecting with parents and students as it was a very rewarding experience. On
the Parent Association Executive we will always remember Margo as someone who
appreciated openness and kindness.

Lianne has been our fearless leader and President for seven years guiding the Parent
Association Executive. She started her volunteering journey at the Holiday Gift Sale in
November 2008, at the time she was still working full time so she was able to book time
off to help the little ones shop. From there she held many roles, Plant Sale Co-Convenor,
Gift Wrap Sale Convenor, Shop Volunteer, Social Convenor and Fall Fest Co-Convenor.
In every role Lianne has had, she shone as a leader, someone who understood the
importance of volunteering to foster community spirit, team building and a passion for
giving back.

We are so thankful that both these women have been a part of our Parent Association
Executive for so many years. We look forward to hearing what new adventures they will
embark on. Thank you for helping shape what the Bayview Glen Parent Association is
today.
By: Alessia Di Cecco, New Bayview Glen Parent Association President
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Prep School (Grades 6 to 8)
The Return of Academic Contests

Going Worldwide

By: Fiona Fenili, Director of Teaching and Learning

By: Michelle Yarndley, Director of Global Education

O

ne of the silver linings of COVID-19 is that we
discovered how humanity quickly adapts to
changing circumstances and uses creativity to solve
wicked problems. We also understand that at a time when
global travel is limited, it has never been more important to
foster our students’ competency to address the challenges
we are currently facing and will encounter in the future.
The World Health Organization recently stated that
climate change is the “…single biggest health threat facing
humanity. ”Whether it’s a pandemic or climate crisis, our
children must be prepared for the world they will shape. But
how do you develop global citizenship during a pandemic?
At Bayview Glen, our Global Learning Programme has
always been about what we do, not just where we go. While
our students aren’t physically travelling the globe, they are
connecting with their peers and experts on topics of global
significance through Zoom. These important conversations
allow students to recognize perspectives, communicate
ideas and consider ways of taking action. In this edition
of The Glen, Prep School students share their reflections
about a global dialogue on Sustainable Development Goal
#10: Reduced Inequalities and the Round Square Postcard

I came into the Global Education Benchmark Group’s
Dialogues on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
thinking it would just be small talk with kids I had never met
before, but I was mistaken. The purpose of the dialogue was
to discuss SDG #10: Reduce Inequality Within and Among
Countries. In our breakout rooms, we introduced ourselves
and hopped into asking questions and gathering a consensus.
Students from around the world shared creative ideas about
reducing inequality in our Zoom chat. Everyone participated
and shared so many diverse opinions. I connected with many
students in my group and thought it was a fun experience. I
look forward to participating in more dialogues in the future.
If you are considering a virtual SDG Dialogue, Round Square
Postcard, or Round Square Conference, I would recommend
it. I met interesting people in the call and learned about the
world outside of Canada.

By: Kai Patterson, Grade 8
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hosted by Aubrick Multicultural Bilingual School in Brazil on
wellness.
Prep School students also attended a virtual Round Square
Conference organized by Colegio Gran Bretaña in Colombia
on the theme of building peace together. In the Upper
School, students joined Spanish Language Labs hosted by
Round Square schools in South America, dialogues on the
Sustainable Development Goals, a Youth Gender Forum,
and a Round Square exchange on Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion issues. Throughout the year, Prep School and
Upper School students can join Zoom conversations, virtual
Round Square Conferences and Round Square Postcards.
In the spring, Upper School students are attending
events for World Water Day and Earth Day planned by
Global Encounters and Bayview Glen is hosting a Round
Square Postcard on SDG #13: Climate Action. Students
interested in participating in a virtual event should contact
myarndley@bayviewglen.ca. A positive aspect of the past
two years is that technology offers new opportunities to
practice the Round Square IDEALS of Internationalism,
Democracy, Environmentalism, Leadership and Service.

W

ith the return to on-campus learning this fall, many aspects of school life are
beginning to return to what they resembled pre-COVID. One such area is
academic contests. So far this year, we have had record numbers of students
stepping up to challenge themselves and registering for contests.
So why do we encourage our students to write academic contests? During their years
in the Prep School, students are going through a time of rapid intellectual growth. They
are acquiring new knowledge and skills daily that will serve as the foundation for their
academic success for years to come. However, some of the skills that students will need in
order to meet their full potential as future leaders must also be developed outside of the
confines of the classroom.
Trying new things – whether it is trying out for a school team or signing up for a math
contest that feels scary – are the types of risks that help our young students to develop
both personally and academically. This is one of the reasons why we provide such a
robust offering of optional academic contests for our students to challenge. We know
that there is tremendous value in choosing to take part in a contest, as students must
apply their knowledge, critical thinking and problem-solving skills in a novel situation.
This allows them to develop flexibility in their mindset and thinking. What we also know
is that when students see themselves as capable of taking calculated risks, they not only
put themselves in the position to develop a potential new passion, but they exercise
important muscles that lead to greater resiliency, empowerment and self-esteem – all
critical life skills.
Truly, when we discuss the importance of these enrichment opportunities for, and
with, our students it is the journey towards greater self-awareness, confidence and
the knowledge that they can do hard things that are the focus. Keep an eye out for
announcements about upcoming contests in the coming months!

List of represented countries at all the
events we’re describing in the articles/
visuals
Canada
United States
England
India
Australia
Armenia
Germany
Peru

Colombia
Turkey
China
Romania
Switzerland
France
Denmark
Spain

Peace flag created by
Bayview Glen Round
Square Conference
participants.

Staff Profile:
Chris Hunsburger,
Arts Department
Head
Hello! My name is Chris Hunsburger. I teach
Instrumental Music in the Prep School and
am the Head of Arts, Curriculum for the
Prep and Upper Schools. You might also
know me as the Captain of the BVG MoBros
in Movember! This is my 16th year, teaching
at Bayview Glen. I’ve worked in both Prep
and Upper School Music, teaching classes
and conducting ensembles in every grade
from 6 up to 12. Outside of teaching, I’m a
professional saxophonist – you can find me
with the Toronto Jazz Orchestra, amongst
other local ensembles, performing live and
recording. I’m a father of two kids – both
in the Lower School, Grade 2 and Junior
Kindergarten. In our spare time, we love to
cook and eat, listen and dance to music,
and visit with family and friends.
On December 1, I was given a wonderful
opportunity to participate in a Round Square
Postcard. It was hosted by a school in Brazil
called Aubrick Multicultural Bilingual School and
the topic of the Postcard was mental health and
self-care. There were participants from schools
in the UK, Peru, Germany, India and many more.
In all, there were 70 participants from 13 schools
in nine countries! I thought it would be a formal
conference, so I prepared notes about what I do
to practice self-care and take care of my mental
health. But I did not end up needing my notes.
The second I entered the dialogue, I sensed that
the energy was light and fun. The student-leader
from Aubrick led an amazing discussion about our
hobbies and what we do to cope with stress. I had
a wonderful experience learning about people
from around the world and how we all share
similarities. The second I walked out of that room,
I knew that the next time I was told a conference
was happening, I would not miss it for the world.

By: Georgia Fenili, Grade 7
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Upper School (Grades 9 to 12)
Post-Secondary Planning

• January 13, 2022 – last day to make modifications

Putting Forth the Best Application

• February 10, 2022 – Semester One final marks

While the importance of academic achievement cannot be overstated,
one’s involvement outside of the classroom is also significant. Several
universities and programmes will request applicants to submit a
supplemental application that includes reflection upon co-curricular
involvement, community service and leadership abilities.
A supplemental application should illustrate a sustained commitment
by the applicant; one’s involvement should begin prior to the
Grade 12 year. Regardless of whether an institution admits based upon
marks-only or requires supplementary documentation, a student’s
co-curricular experiences will help with the transition from high school
to a post-secondary setting. Time management, problem-solving,
collaboration and exposure to different ideas are just a few of the
transferable skills that are learned by playing a sport, caring for others,
building things, taking music lessons, working at a part-time job,
following a personal fitness routine, and more.

What About Admissions Tests?
In past, American universities and colleges would typically request the
submission of a standardized admission test score, such as the ACT or
SAT. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many testing centres were closed
or had very limited seating capacity over the past 18 months. U.S.
universities and colleges altered their admission policies as a result, with
several choosing to become test-blind or test-optional (in other words,
not required or left to the student’s discretion). Students in the Classes
of 2023 and 2024 are advised that admission policies at American
institutions will continue to evolve, especially as evidence is gathered
to determine whether standardized testing had any significant impact
upon the quality of admitted students and their related post-secondary
success. What cannot be denied is the fact that academic rigour and
breadth of high school curriculum, which includes Advanced Placement
courses, will be weighted heavily in one’s application, so students may
be better served redirecting their energy into the courses they take here
at Bayview Glen.

January 2022 bayviewglen.ca

Who Runs the World? Women in Sports!
By: Amanda Kwan, Health and Physical Education

By: Troy Hammond, Director of University Counselling
and Student Services

Bayview Glen provides numerous opportunities for students to develop
the most comprehensive application portfolio possible. In addition
to co-curricular and super-curricular opportunities, academics are
obviously a large part of any post-secondary application. American
universities will base admission decisions upon the marks a student
has achieved since Grade 9, while universities in the U.K. focus on
Grade 11 marks. Increasingly, Canadian universities are also issuing early
conditional offers of admission based upon Grade 11 marks. Therefore,
it is imperative that students develop and apply their academic skills
throughout high school.
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Important Application Dates for the Class of 2022

to the Ontario university application (OUAC)

sent to universities
• April 28, 2022 – Semester Two mid-term marks
sent to universities in Ontario
• May 1, 2022 – typical response date for students
to confirm an offer of admission to McGill
University, University of British Columbia and
many American universities / colleges
• May 27, 2022 – the latest date students can
expect to receive a response from an Ontario
university
• June 1, 2022 – the common response date for
students to confirm an offer of admission and
give a financial commitment to an Ontario
university
• June 10, 2022 – response date for students to
confirm an offer of admission from universities in
the U.K. Date may vary depending upon when an
offer was issued.

Last fall, I had the phenomenal opportunity
to participate in Canada Soccer’s Female
Referee Symposium and in the Canadian
Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) Women's
Championships. Being one of the few female
referees selected for these events was a
high honour that I could not deny. Given all
the restrictions placed on sports these past
two years, I knew that these opportunities
were significant and could be the catalyst to
advancing my career as a soccer referee.
From a young age, I had developed a love
of playing soccer. By playing for different
teams, I met unforgettable people and made
lifelong connections that have since led me to
my current position. Now transitioning from
player to referee, this role provides challenges
that encourage me to grow as an individual.
I am constantly learning the importance of
working as a team and a leader, and developing
clear communication skills to facilitate better
management of the game. These are all skills
that I transfer into my daily life as a teacher here
at Bayview Glen!

learned about different strategies to help us
become better referees. Hearing first-hand
experiences from the FIFA Referee instructors
inspired me to continue refining my abilities
as a referee. Given that there is a lack of
female representation in this field, this further
encouraged me to mentor other females to
pursue this journey.
In the CCAA Women's Championship
tournament, there were 14 female referees
officiating these games. One of my personal
highlights from this experience was speaking
with National referees and assessors, getting
their personal insight on their management
styles and receiving their valuable feedback.
Being one of the few female referees in Ontario
at this level, I know that I can use this position
to inspire younger female athletes to become
more involved in sports. Whether through
playing, coaching, officiating or volunteering,
there needs to more representation of females
in sport!

During the Female Referee Symposium
hosted by Canada Soccer, there were only 30
female referees selected across Canada, as
well as a few female members from Canada
Soccer’s National list and NextGen programme.
Throughout the weekend, we completed
technical and fitness training sessions and

• June 24, 2022 – Semester Two final marks
sent to universities. Offers of admission will be
conditional upon these marks.

Staff Profile:
Katie Rowland,
Learning Strategist

I started at Bayview Glen a year ago,
during a period of online learning, so
it has been wonderful to see faces
and meet many more students
this fall. As a Learning Strategist, I
share with my students a passion
for learning about the brain, and
why that matters in terms of both
learning differences and learning
styles. For many years, I trained as a
researcher and laboratory scientist
before transitioning into education.
I researched the developing brain
and neuroplasticity, and from seeing
firsth and how brain cells grow and
change, I apply that.

An early experience working
at Accessibility Services at the
University of Toronto really piqued
my interest in the accessibility field
and learning strategies. This year,
I look forward to meeting more
students and getting more involved
in the school through coaching
and clubs. In my spare time, I am
often spending time outside, hiking,
playing soccer and hockey with my
family, or inside reading a good book.
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News from

Check out the latest
Alumni News on our
school website:
bayviewglen.ca/
alumni-news

Alumni Relations
Message from the
Alumni Association Board

I

distinctly remember my first day of Bayview Glen in September 2002. It
was filled with uncertainty as I walked into Mr. Ganley’s Grade 2 classroom
and was immediately confronted with a sea of new faces. At the time, I
had every intention of cashing in a deal I had made with my parents earlier
that morning: one week at the new school, and if I wasn't enjoying it, I
could go back to my old one.

10 years later I walked across the Upper School stage with a high school
diploma in-hand. During that decade those new faces from my first day turned
into friends, and ultimately they became extensions of my family. Suffice to say, my parents
were right about Bayview Glen!
Currently I am the Director of Operations at Roomvo, a Toronto-based startup that makes
visualization software for the home improvement industry. Over the past two years, I have
had the privilege of watching the company grow from 30 employees to well over 100. The
rapid growth has given me the opportunity to wear many hats, and I look forward to bringing
that broad perspective to our Alumni Association.
I couldn’t be more excited about joining the Bayview Glen Alumni Association Board. The
guidance and mentorship provided by my incredible teachers at Bayview Glen along the way
shaped the person I am today. Nearly 20 years since my first day, my core group of friends
are still the ones I made within the school’s walls. For a school that gave me everything, the
least I can do is come back and pay it forward… and I can’t think of a better time to start than
during our 60th school anniversary!
Happy New Year 2022!
Brandon Shidlowski ’13
Bayview Glen Alumni Association Board

Grade 5 Graduation, 2006

Grade 12 Prom, 2013

Career Breakfast on
Management Consulting
On December 7, two
Bayview Glen alumni,
Kyle Trahair '11 and
Connor Mahony '13,
joined our second
virtual Career Breakfast
as guest speakers and
shared their insights in
the Management Consulting profession with our
current students and parents from the Prep and
Upper School community.
Thank you Kyle for introducing us to the field of
management consulting and the kind of work
that it involves and the background and skills that
make for a successful management consultant.
He shared examples of the problems that get
tackled by management consulting firms and how
they take something complex and complicated,
understand it quickly, analyse it, and finally
communicate the solution very simply. Connor
gave us insight into some of the career possibilities
coming out of management consulting. You can get
industry experience across many sectors including
financial services and healthcare and work with
a wide range of companies. This allowed him to
narrow his interests and together with his problemsolving skills set him up for a jump to a start-up
where he is using his experience to do everything
from human resources to finance to hiring more
people as the company continues to grow.

In December 2021, Terence competed at the International Table Tennis
Federation (ITTF) World Youth Championships held in Porto, Portugal
representing Canada and reached the quarterfinals with his U19 Mixed
Doubles partner Amy Wang from the United States. Terence also played
in Doubles and Singles in the U19 Boys division and was one of 32 boys
and 32 girls in the world qualified to play in individual events at this
annual prestigious event. Terence was the only Canadian and one of four
North Americans invited for the U19 categories.
STAY CONNECTED WITH
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With his Mixed Doubles pair reaching quarterfinals, Terence made history
of having reached the highest placement for Canada in any categories
at World Youth Championships since 2007. He also achieved his own
personal high at #6 for Mixed Doubles pair and #15 for Mixed Doubles
individual in the World Youth Ranking.
Additionally, Terence is honoured to be invited by Commonwealth Games
Foundation of Canada to get involved in a fundraising project for Team
Canada. The bracelets will be used in the official Commonwealth Games
Birmingham 2022. The official promotion will be distributed widely ahead
of the Games and Terence was featured in the November 2021 issue of
the JoLee Magazine as the first promotion for this project. Please join us
in recognizing Terence and help to support Team Canada in its journey to
the 2022 Commonwealth Games in Birmingham, England.
We are very proud of Terence’s remarkable accomplishments in his table
tennis career and wish him many more success ahead as he continues
his post-secondary studies at Western University while training and
preparing for the championships.

We are excited to host our next virtual PA General Meeting
on Tuesday, January 18, 2022 at 9am via Zoom. Our guest
speaker is Fazila Nurani, Facilities Chair, will be speaking about
the New Building Process. If you are interested in attending,
please register at bayviewglen.ca/pa-events to receive the
Zoom meeting information.

Virtual Merry Market
The Virtual Merry Market was a huge success this year. We
are so thankful for everyone who joined to shop and share in
the holiday spirit. Our vendors shared their beautiful knitted
accessories, fashionable face masks, holiday decorations, pottery
products, jewellery and delicious sweet candies and baked goods.
It was nice to see so many vendors that came from our own
Bayview Glen community and share their talents with all of us!

CONNECT
• Visit the Current Parents link on the main website:
bayviewglen.ca/parent-and-student-resources
• Follow us on Instagram: @theshopsbvg
• Follow us on Facebook: Bayview Glen Parent Association

COMING UP
• PA Virtual General Meeting:
Tuesday, January 18, 2022
- 9:00 a.m. via Zoom - featuring
Fazila Nurani who will be speaking
about the New Building Process
• PA Parent Social:
Thursday, February 24, 2022

PA Shop Update
Lower School Holiday Gift Sale
What a great time to kick-off the holiday season for our students
giving them the opportunity to shop for their families and special
treats for them too! A wonderful selection of gifts for everyone!

Curbside Drop off for
Consignment and Donated Items
Location: 85 Moatfield Drive – Prep School Entrance
Times: Friday, January 7, 2022 – 4:00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m.
Saturday, January 8, 2022 – 10:00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.
Dates and times for Shopping to be confirmed by email
and posted on Edsby.
All donated items must be washed, folded and placed in a bag
or box (we will not be able to return your bags or boxes).
All consigned items must still be in the dry-cleaning packaging
and a completed consignment form available on the PA Shop
webpage. We only take blazers, tunics and tartan kilts for
consignment, but are happy to accept all items for donation.
For more information, please visit:

Website bayviewglen.ca/alumni
Email alumni@bayviewglen.ca
BVG L!NK bvglink.firsthand.co

PA Virtual General Meeting

The last Career Breakfast of the school year is
scheduled for Tuesday, March 1, 2022 at 8:00 a.m.
to be held online via Microsoft Teams. Please stay
tuned for more details. We look forward to seeing
you at our next Career Breakfast.

Alumni Spotlight: Terence Yeung ’20
Congratulations to Terence Yeung ’20 on
winning the Silver Medal in U19 Singles
representing Canada at the Pan American
Youth Table Tennis Championships 2021 held
in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic in
September 2021. Terence made history by
taking the highest podium in singles among
Canadians in this tournament since its 2016
debut. In October 2021, Terence reached the
podium again with a Bronze medal in Table Tennis Men Singles at the
2021 Canadian Championships held in Laval, Québec.

Parent Association News

bayviewglen.ca/pa-shop
Follow us @BVGAlumni
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Whole School

Preschool & Lower School

Upper School

1

NEW YEAR'S DAY

7

Assemblies

4

Gr. 10 & 11 Course Selection Evening

1

KWANZAA ENDS

11-12

BG2-Gr. 5 PT Conferences

5

Class Meeting

3

Re-enrollments Open

14

Assemblies

5

Gr. 9 Course Selection Evening

3

PA Shop Reopens

21

Assemblies

6

Assembly

6

EPIPHANY

27

Civvies Day

10-14

Grad Photos

7

ORTHODOX CHRISTMAS DAY

28

Assemblies

14

ORTHODOX NEW YEAR'S DAY

17

TU B'SHEVAT

18

PA Virtual General Meeting

21

Re-enrollment Early Payment Deadline

25-26

PA Shop Consignment and Donation
Sale

27
31

12

Class Meeting

Prep School

13

Assembly

Assembly

17

Gr. 9, 10, 11 Course Selections Open

10

Gr. 8 Course Selection Evening

19

Class Meeting

10

Assembly

20

Assembly

14

Assembly

20

Semester 1 Ends

17

Gr. 8 Course Selections Open

24

Semester 2 Begins

20

Semester 1 Ends

26

Class Meeting

21

Assembly

27

Assembly

21

Turnaround Day

28

Civvies Day

21

Student-Led Conferences

31

Gr. 9, 10, 11 Course Selections Close

24

Semester 2 Begins

27

Civvies Day

28

Assembly

31

Gr. 8 Course Selections Close

7

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF
COMMEMORATION FOR VICTIMS OF
THE HOLOCAUST
BVG Scholarship Applications Available

Upper School student performing at BVG Idol, December 2021
Bayview Glen Independent School
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